THE VERBAL PREFIXES AND INFIXES IN SUMERIAN

By J. Dyneley Prince
Columbia University

M. Thureau-Dangin, in ZA, XX, 380–404: "Sur les préfixes du verbe sumérien," was the first scholar to indicate the real force of the Sumerian verbal prefixes, which work has been most instructively supplemented by Arno Poebel, ZA, XXI, 218–30.

The present writer, following the same lines, now presents a brief study of the more usual verbal prefixes and infixes in Sumerian, which in some respects, notably in the theory of tones herein set forth, differs from, and, in other respects, supplements still farther the work of the above-mentioned scholars.

It seems evident that the consonantal elements, of which not only the verbal prefixes, infixes, and suffixes consist, but which are also seen in the nominal suffixes, have, generally speaking, the following more or less invariable functions. For examples the reader will refer in the glossary given below to the words beginning with the respective consonants.

**TABLE OF CONSONANTAL ELEMENTS**

- b = near object and near demonstrative.
- d = partitive; locative; means.
- g = (a) precative; (b) = s̥g = n.
- x = precative.
- l = (a) n; (b) = Semitic loan-form 1a.
- m = relative and relating.
- n = remote object and dative.
- r = (a) motion, direction; (b) = z of 2 p.
- š = motion, direction; location.
- t = location 'in or out of.'
- z = 2 p.

So far as the vowels are concerned, two principles seem to be involved; viz., (a) inherent sense in the vowels: a and u = direction, purpose, means; e and i = finality of action; and (b) vowel harmony, where, for example, ab = 1b, II, which is not to be con-
founded with the inherent sense = finality of action, seen in 1B, I. Thus also an = in, II, but not in, I. Such an apparent condition seems to necessitate the theory that Sumerian, or at least Old Sumerian, must have had a tonic system of pronouncing the grammatical elements similar to that seen in modern Yoruba (MSL, I, p. xxi.).

The following tabulation may be made of the more usual noun-suffixes:

-\( \text{-mu} \) 'my;' 1 p. only.
-\( \text{-mu} \) = relative suffix for all three persons, differing in tone from \( \text{-mu} \) (so already MSL, I, p. xxi).
-\( \text{-zu} \) (dial. -za) 'thy.'
-\( \text{-ba} \) 'to, with respect to his' (directive; referring to nearer subject or object).
-\( \text{-bi} \) 'his,' referring to nearer subject or object, as in HT, 76. 9, like the Swedish \( \text{sin}, \text{sitt} \).
-\( \text{-bir} \) = dative of -bi, with postpositive -\( \text{r} = \text{-ra} \).
-\( \text{-na} \) 'to his,' referring to indirect remote subject or object.
-\( \text{-ni} \) 'his,' referring to remote subject or object with idea 'there,' as HT, 76, 1.
-\( \text{-ge} \) = genitive particle.
-\( \text{-ra} \) = dative particle 'unto, to.'
-\( \text{-da} \) = ablative 'by means of, through.'
-\( \text{-ta} \) = locative 'in or out of.'
-\( \text{-su}, \text{-si} \) = directive 'unto;' motion toward.

It will be evident that the linguistic character of Sumerian is now demonstrated beyond a doubt, as phenomena so marked as those just described would be unthinkable in an artificial jargon or cryptography. The future task of Sumerologists must now be to endeavor to tabulate every verbal form in the inscriptions with full context, in order to correct or verify the results in the directions indicated by Thureau-Dangin, who has undoubtedly paved the way toward a proper understanding of the Sumerian verb in all its ramifications. It is, of course, clear that the system, as it exists in the Sumerian literature as a whole, has not yet been satisfactorily worked out.

GLOSSARY

\( A = \) direction, means = ‘I, etc., thither or by means of’ + verb root. IV. 23, nr. 3, 13/4: \( \text{ki-el-la-ta} \ a-ra-an-šub \ (RÚ) = (i)\-na aššir élli addi\( k \) in a pure place I laid it for thee;’ ‘\( \text{habe es Dir hingelegt;} \);’ \( \text{ran} \), \( q. \ v. = \) ‘it for thee.’ \( HT \), 123, rev. 1: \( \text{gun-mu} \ šu-\( i \) (ID)-\( \text{lal} \)-\( \text{bi-ne} \) u-\( k\) a-ra-ab-\( t\)ag-\( t\)ag = bēltum qatā kāšāma aptāšilki ‘O Lady, my hands are bound; yet do I bow down’ — direction, inclination (also IV. 10, 7b). II. 16, 46e: \( \text{a-kabara-kabara-ne}=\( i̇ \)\( t\)iš\( b\)ū ‘they attacked’ (direction or duration); also II. 39, 63c: \( \text{ka-x} \) bar-\( \text{kabara-ri}=\( i̇ \)\( b\)ū ‘attack.’ See also \( s. \ v. \), the harmonic equivalent to \( A \).

\( A-BA = B A = \) continued imperfect action; a common prefix = \( A + \) the near object -\( B \). IV. 14, 11b: \( \text{ab-ga-ga}=\) tašakkān; \( \text{idib.} \), 15b: \( \text{ab-ga-ga}=\) tašāma ‘thou hast established and dost establish.’ See \( s. \ v. \), the harmonic equivalent \( B \), II.

\( A-BA = \text{mannu} \ ‘\text{who?}’ \) occurs passim and seems to contain the directive idea \( A + B A, \) the near demonstrative. See \( s. \ v. \) \( BA \).

\( A-B A = \text{precative prefix} \ xa \ ba, \ q. \ v. \ HT, 98, 49: \) \( A-B A-N I-N G U B \ (D U) = \) lizzizz ‘may he stand.’

\( A-B A = \) ‘in order to’ = means, with continued action. V. 62, 39a: \( \text{kalam} \ (U N) \) \( \text{bir-bir-ra} \ a-B A-\) ab-\( U L-U L = \) ana puusu\( r \) niše šap\( \dot{\text{x}} \)ātī ‘in order to collect the scattered people.’ Here \( A = \) means.

\( A-L = \text{an} \ \text{in force}; \) \( A + L = \) the remote object -\( N \). For interchange of \( l \) and \( n \) see \( s. \ v. \) \( \text{nu}. \) \( HT, 126, \) rev. 39: \( \text{i-de-su} \ (KU) \) \( \text{al-gim} \ldots \) ina \( \text{maxt} \) ni allak\( n \) ‘I go forward.’ Here \( A \) probably = direction, and -\( L \) (-\( N \)) = ‘toward it.’ V. 52, 44b: \( \text{ma-ra-ta} \) \( \text{ma-ma-al} \), postpositive conjugation = \( \text{i} \)\( \text{ti} \) min\( u \) iššak\( n \) ‘what can befall me.’ IV. 17, 45a: \( \text{za-e al-gin} \ (D U) \) \( \text{nu-} \) na-\( a\)š=\( a\) atta ina allâk\( i \) ‘when thou goest.’

\( A-N = A L = \) the directive prefix + the remote object -\( N \). II. 8, 30a: \( \text{gu-} \) (\( \text{ka} \)-\( \text{mu} \) \( \text{mu-lu} \)-\( \text{da} \) an-da-ab-di-e=pi\( j \)a itti amel\( \dot{\text{u}} \)ti iššan\( \text{anni} \) ‘my voice (mouth) competes for me with mankind.’ Here again \( A \) seems to have directive force, denoting the action of the stem ‘compete,’ which applies most closely with the infix -\( \text{nab} = \) ‘with them’ (\( \text{da} + \) near obj. -\( B \)), referring pleonastically to amel\( \dot{\text{u}} \)ti. II. 16, 18e: \( \text{ša(U)} \) bil an-da-ab-uš-e=\( u \) iš\( \dot{\text{a}} \)tu tu\( \dot{s} \)\( \dot{a} \)x\( a \)x\( a \)x\( a \)x\( a \)x\( a \)s\( u \)̣ ‘and thou shalt cause fire to seize it (or him),’ a similar construction. II. 16, 30b: \( \text{duq(xi)} \)-\( \text{mu} \) \( \text{an-ta-tum} \) (\( \text{du} \)-\( \text{tu} \)-\( \text{mu} \) = allak\( a \) birk\( a \) ‘my knees go down’ (‘thither’ = -\( \text{ta} \), \( q. \ v. \)). The harmonic equivalent of \( A-N \) is \( \text{in} \), II. \( q. \ v. \)

\( B A = \) the near demonstrative \( B + \) the directive vowel \( A \); hence, is the sign of the continued imperfect: ‘he had it and still has it’ (\( \text{za} \), XX, 402; XXI, 220). \( B A \) is used with verbs indicating ‘take’ and may also have an imperative, intransitive and reflexive force (\( \text{za} \), XXI, 224). That it can denote an undefined continued action is seen by its use with the infinitive. II. 15, 41c: \( \text{ba-ni-a-ta}=\) ina nas\( \dot{\text{x}} \)x\( i \) ‘in transitiv
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The Verbal Prefixes and Infixes in Sumerian

... bab, I = ba + the near obj. -b.
V. 20, 37c: ba-ab-tum = ublam 'do thou bring it' = -b: 'be bringing it.'

... bab-, II, is the reduplication of the near obj. b.
IV. 30, rev. 18: nam-ba-ab-bi-en = taqabbi 'thou shalt say' ('it' = ba + b). It occurs thus very frequently as an infix.

ban, I = ba + the remote obj. -n.
IV. 19, 35b: ba-an-mar = ittaskan,
where the objective -n gives the verb a reflexive force. HT, 121, obv. 6: ba-an-mar = šupuk 'heap it (-n) up,' with imperative continued action.

ban, II = ba + the negative -n = nu.
IV. 10, 60a: λ(ID)-e-mu ba-an-te-ni = itatēia ul idxu 'unto my side they approached not.' The combination ba-nu occurs IV. 27, 8a: ba-nu-sug(d)-ga-mu = ul irīsu.

-da-: a locative, partitive, and durative infix; also with sense itti 'with.' IV. 7, 12a: bar-šē(KU) ba-da-gub(DU) = ina axtā ittaziz 'she stood aside;' lit. 'to one side she stood there' = da. This usage is quite common. IV. 17, 38a: ša-ba-da-gub(DU) = izzazka 'he stands by thee.' The partitive -da- occurs more frequently in the combination -dab-, q. v. The infix -da- in the sense itti 'with' is seen IV. 23, 53a: šā(U) za-e max-me-en a-ba-gi-a-da-di = bēlum atta qirat; manu iššannaka 'O lord, thou art exalted; who can rival thee' = 'compete with thee.' Da = itti 'with.' In Sumerian, the idea 'thee' is not expressed. II. 8, 29a: ka-mu mu-lu-da an-da-ab-di-e = piṭa itti amelūti iššan-anī my voice (mouth) vieth with men.' Here -da- + the near obj. -b simply repeats the -da of mu-lu-da 'with men.'

dab = da + the near obj. -b.
IV. 9, 9b: za-e-ne ūm-zu a-ba-mu-un-zu-a a-ba-mu-un-da-ab-di-e = kātu amātka manu ilammad; manu iššan-an 'thy word who can learn it; who can vie with it?' Here da + b = 'with it,' repeating amātka. Dab can also mean 'unto it.' IV. 13, 44a: zu-a-zu ez-da xe-en-da-ab-gi-gi = mułu ka ana mē littirka 'may thy wise one turn for thee unto the waters,' where the idea of -da in e-da is repeated by -dab- 'unto it (them).' A careful distinction must be made between -da- and -ta-, q. v.

dan = da + the remote obj. -n.
HT, 82, ii. 1b: ga-ba-da-an-kič = lu kul 'may I eat out of it;' ga-ba-da-an-nak = luštī 'may I drink out of it.' Here the partitive locative da is combined with the remote obj. -n. The partitive da is seen in II. 19, 15, 17a: a-a-zu λ(ID) nam-ur-sag-ga-zu = ku(?)-muša-ba xa-da-an-ba-e = abaka ana tīdī qarradūtika qišta liqīška 'may thy father give thee the gift unto thy warlike hand.' Here -dan- seems to be partitive = 'give of it:' da + n.

e- as a prefix denotes final past action and has as its harmonic equivalent i-, q. v. See za, XXI, 219. II. 19, 53b: λ(ID)-zi-da-mu dingir XI-UR-MU mu-e-da-gal-la-a = ina inni i1 XI-UR-MU nāšakku 'on my side I have exalted the god XI-UR-MU.' HT, 60, col. iv. 13: giši(e)-di(LU) = ča bat 'seize it' (see s. v. giš). IV. 28, 11a: zi-du mu-e-zu ag(ša)-ne-šub(RU) mu-e-zu = kina tīdī ragga tīdī 'thou hast known
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righteousness; thou hast known evil.' IV. 20, nr. 2, obv. 3–4: giš si-gaR azaqa-na-ge(KIT) nam-ta-e-gaR = ši-gaR šamē ellenati tapti ‘thou hast opened the threshold of the shining heavens.’ Here nam- is a positive prefix (see s. v. nam-); ta = ‘in, within,’ and e gives the idea of finality as it does in most cases, whether it appears as a prefix or an infix.

- ga, I; preceptive and conditional prefix; g, being cognate with cohortative x. HT, 37, 15 ff.: ga-ba-da-an-ku = lúk-ul ‘may I eat of it.’ II. 16, 42–44e: ga-ne-ib-gar = luškun ‘may I do it’ = Nib. Also II. 16, 53a: ga-gar = luškun ‘may I do (it).’ For the conditional force of ga-, see just below s. v. gan-. The harmonic equivalent of ga- is gi(s), q. v.

-ga, II. For the infix -ga = ŏga = na, see s. v. šin-.

gan, II, seems to be a dialectic form of the infix -nin = ŏgan. Cf. HT, 119, obv. 18–19: in-ga-an-za = iltamad, reflexive; lit. ‘he learns it’ = gan = ŏgan = nan. See also s. v. šin.

giš, I, was probably pronounced gi with elimination of the final s, as II. 16, 43e: giš-en-ga-an-ku = lúk-ul ‘may I eat it’ = -n and repeated in gan = nan. In ibid., 45e: giš-en-ga-ne-ib-gar = luškun ‘may I do it,’ the nib is the infix ‘it’ and the giš-ga is a double preceptive. giš-en = xen. The same phenomenon seems to appear in giš-e-di-ba(lu) = caba imp. ‘seize it,’ where giš-e = ge = xe, with preceptive force.

giš, II, plainly stands for iz = the 2 p. as II. 16, 14ed; iz(GIŠ) giš-(DU)-ne mu-un-el-(lu) = tallik tashša ‘thou didst go and remove.’ Here iz = the finalizing vowel i+z, the element of the 2 p., as seen in za-e.

The intercalated giš construed with cutuk = giš-tuk ‘have ear, hear,’ as V. 24, 38a: giš-nu-tuk = ul išmē ‘he heard not,’ must not be confused with GIŠ, I and II.

 xa = the cohortative element x, cognate with g, + a. Its harmonic equivalent is xu, q. v. II. 19, 15a: xa-ra-an-ba-e = liqška ‘may he give it thee.’

xe = the cohortative element x + the finalizing vowel e ‘may he do it definitely and finally.’ As a rule, cohortative phrases beginning with xe have this sense. Cf. the common expression xe-pa ‘may it or thou be conjured;’ HT, 88/89, 20: xe-im-ma-an-gaba = lú tappaṭṭar ‘may thou make it free from sin.’ IV. 13, 13/14b: xe-im-me-gaR(IK) = liškuna ‘may he do it for thee.’ These examples seem to substantiate this idea.

xe-en = xe + the remote object -n, passim.

xi appears in my collections only IV. 20, nr. 2, 1/2: dingir Babbar an-ur-ra xi-i-ni-bu = Šamaš ina išid šamē tapppuxamma; in Assyr. ‘O Šamaš thou hast shone in the foundations of the heaven,’ but xi-i-
ni-bu must be precative with a finalizing i. The correct rendering of the Sumerian would seem to be: ‘do thou shine’ or ‘mayst thou shine.’

xu-, I regard as a by-form of xa with vocalic harmonic change, V. 51, 22b: dingir En-ki xu-mu-e-da-xul-la =11 Ea li-xu-ka ‘O Ea may they rejoice for thee,’ where the pref. xu- seems to harmonize with the following -mu-. IV. 15, 45b: xu-mu-ra-ab-bi = liqbiika ‘may he speak it (-b) to thee (-ra-); ibid. 47b: šu-mu-ra-ab-sim-mu = liddinика ‘may he give it thee;’ rāb = ‘it to thee.’

I-, identical in force with e-, q. v. and see ZA, XXI, 219; viz., ‘he did it and it is done.’ IV. 19, 19α: dam-gim i-gub (DU) xul-la-xul-la bi = kīma at ā tazzuzzu xadu u rišu (the Assyrt. rendering is rather free) ‘as soon as thou takest thy stand, they (the people) exult and rejoice.’ Lit., it should be: ‘as soon as thou hast taken thy stand (completed action), they exult exceedingly’ (= xulla twice).

ib-, I, = the finalizing vowel + the near obj. -b, as IV. 22, 54/5α: ib-ak = ēpuš ‘he did it (= -b) and it is done’ = e-, in this case. II. 8, 53c: ib-zi-gi-es = issuxū ‘they tore away;’ II. 19, 16α: ib-ta-an-zi = issuxu ‘he removed it (-n) from there (-ta-).

ib-, II. When the stem was reduplicated, the form with ib- could have a present signification, as ib-gā -gā = išak (kan), IV. 13, 22α. II. 40, 32g: ib-gal-gal = ippal, etc. It is probable that in these cases ib- was used harmonically for ab, q. v. = the continued perfect. Here a different tone was no doubt used.

im- = the vowel of finality i + the relating element m. IV. 6, 45b: ki-ta im-mi-in-ri = ša pilis armēma ‘below I placed it (= the thing referred to before = m + the remote obj. -n); the reference here is to a charm. HET, 127, obv. 35: im-mi-mir-(ra) = qadatu ammūxi ‘the vessel I filled it.’ II. 16, 16e: er (A ŚI) im-ma-an-sēs-sēs = tabakkā ‘thou wast weeping for it’ (= MAN). It seems clear that im- generally has the same force as mu-; i.e., = the relating past, which it obtains by the relating and relative element -m-.

in, I, = the finalizing vowel i + the remote obj. -n. in has practically the same force as e, i-, q. v. II. 11, 41α: in-zu = immad ‘he learned it’ (-n); passim. As an infix -in- appears IV. 24, nr. 3, 22: kur-ra ne-in-si = mātum taspūn ‘the land thou hast finally overthrown it’ (-n).

in, II, may also be used for an-, denoting the continued past action, just as ib-, II, appears for ab-, IV. 5, 33a: in-gā-gā-mēs = išak kanu ‘they (continued) make or do it.’

la, an unusual negative prefix, evidently a Sem. loan-form. II. 15, 30α: la ba-an-šī-in-du = la imgūr ‘he did not favor.’ Also IV. 15, 1, 3, 33a.

ma, I, similar in force to mu- = the relating element m + the directive vowel a; often in combination with im. IV. 25, col. iv. rev. 43: im-ma-ra-ni-in-ku = ukanika. V. 50, 9a: im-ma-ra-ab-lax-gi-es = izzazzuka.

See s. v. mu, me-.
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MA, II. It is probable that there is also a MA of the 1 p. = MA-E 'I.' See s. v. -MAB- II.

MAB = MA, II, + the near obj. -b. IV. 10, 61: NA-AN-MU-UŠ-TUK-MA-AB = šimmānāni 'do thou hearken to it for me;' MA 'for me' + the near obj. -b 'it.' Also HT, 115, rev. 3: ša-ne-du ŠU-TE-MA-AB = liqē unnīni 'accept for me my supplication; MAB = 'it for me.' I am not certain whether MAB may not also be used like MAN-, q. v. as a mere impersonal relative infix.

MAN = the relating element M + the remote obj. -n. HT, 126, col. ii. 20: xe-im-ma-an-gaba-a = lu tappaṭṭar 'thou shalt be freed from it' = MAN. II. 16, 16c: er (A-ŠI) IM-MA-SĪ-SĒ-SĒ = taba ka 'thou weepest for it' = MAN. In each case, there is a relative allusion to what has preceded, the MA+N having practically relative force. In a number of passages MAN occurs after IM-

ME-, equivalent to MA-, MI-, MU-, q. v. See s. v. UMMENI.

MI-, harmonic equivalent to MA-. II. 8, 64c: MI-NI-IN-SE = iddinšu; the relating past MI- = MU- + NI + root SE = naddaNU.

-NI-, harmonic equivalent of -MAN-. IV. 6, 46 b: IM-MI-IN-RI = aṛmēma 'I placed it,' -NI- referring like -MAN- to something alluded to before. IV. 20, obv. nr. 25: giš-gal an-na-ge (KIT) GAL (IK) IM-MI-IN-TAK = dalat šamē taṭpa 'the door of heaven thou hast opened it' = MIN.

MU- indicates the relating past like MI-, q. v. Thus ZA, XXI, 224. There can be little doubt as indicated above, that μ is the consonant used in pointing back to something mentioned previously, either, as is the case with μ- in verbal narration, or, as is the case with -MAN-, -NI-, in indicating a verbal object. I associate this verbal μ- with the suffix of the 1 p. = MA-E 'I'; i.e., where the M refers back to the speaker in direct oration, and I connect it even more closely with the relative μ-suffix discovered and explained by me, MSL, I. XXI, § 3. In this latter case, the relative nature of the M is particularly apparent.

MUN, I= μU + the remote obj. -n. IV. 9, 5b: AG-GI-NA AG-SI-DI MU-CN- MA-AL = kittu u mišāri ušabšā '(thy word) justice and right it has caused them to be.' Here the object supplementary to kittu u mišāri is the -n in MUN.

MUN, II= the relating MU + the negative element N = NU. IV. 23, 3c: BA-BA-MU-UN-GI = la taniamma. This negative MUN was perhaps pronounced on a different tone from that used for MUN, I.

MU-NI-KA = qibišu'mma = 'tell (it) to him.' Here the MU- contains the idea of relation or resumption and the infix -NI- is the dative 'to him.' See s. v. UMMENI, UMUNNI.

-NA- infix, either with dative force owing to the directive vowel A, or the remote object; see especially s. v. -šIN.

-NAB- is apparently a combination of the remote and near objects; i.e., of N and B, and, like its harmonic counterpart NAB-, q. v., apparently in-
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cates the object without specification of its nearness or remoteness. IV. 10, 1b: i- diaper (LU) mu-un-na-ab-bi = qubē aqabbi ‘the saying I say it;’ perhaps nan- here = ‘it (-b) to him’ (-na).

Nam-, I, is generally a negative = n of negation + the relating element m. Cf. IV. 10, 3b: na-am-mu-un-gara = ul a nataal. IV. 13, 26b: da-da- a-ta nam-ba-da-ab-lal-e = itti aštuṭu la attada. Here nam is plainly negative, while dab repeats itti ‘with them.’

Nam, II, is not negative, as IV. 20, nr. 2, obv. 3/4: gis si-gar zaq-an-na-ge (KIT) nam-ta-e-gal (IK) = šigari šame ellūti tapti ‘thou hast opened the threshold of the shining heavens,’ where -ta- indicates the idea within. IV. 16, 39-40a: dingir-gal-gal-e-ne-ge (KIT) nam-xa-ba-ra-tar- ru-da = ilāni rabūṭi lirūrūṣu ‘may the great gods curse him.’ In these cases, nam is a combination of the remote demonstrative n + relative m and seems to be a prefix of the same force as ba-. A different tone must have been used for nam, I, and nam, II.

-Nan- appears as an infix of the reduplicated remote object, just as bab-, q. v., is the reduplicated near object. Nan occurs passim. HT. 98, 56: dingir babbar-ra xe-en-na-an-ti = 11 Šamaš liballītṣu ‘may Šamaš revive him.’ In xen-nan-ti, nan with the hard vowel probably is used for differentiation.

Ne-, I, according to ZA, XXI, 230, has the same force as en, q. v., V. 20, nr. 2, 9: dingir babbar-me-lam an-na kur-kur-ra ne-dul = 11 Šamaš meleamme šame matāti takktum ‘O Šamaš, glory of the heaven, thou hast covered the lands.’ IV. 30, 17b: gu (KA) ne-de = tašṣima ‘thou hast spoken.’ See also just below s. v. nen-. The harmonic equivalent is ni-.

Ne-, II, has the same force as ba- or mu-, as IV. 10, 5b: dim-me-ir-mu ša-lal-sud nigin-si-ib ša-ne-gub (DU) ne-ba-ab-bi = ilija remni atta- nasxur unnini aqabbi ‘unto my merciful god I turn me; I make (it to thee) my supplication.’ AL. 136, rev. 5: kur-kur-ra ur-bi ne-ib-si-si- gi ke(UB)-ri-mu = šade iltēniš asappan; tanadatā ‘mightily the mountains I sweep away; (it is) my glory.’ The infix -ne- was usually the dative plural.

These two variant forces of ne- no doubt required different tones. Etymologically the pref. ne- seems to be identical with the pronoun ne = anu ‘this one,’ IV. 25, c. iii. 54/5.

Nen- as a prefix is quite common. IV. 24, nr. 3, 12/3: xu-lux-xa mu-lu kur-ra ne-in-ri = puluxtaka gallittum māta uniš tiarmē ‘with thy terrible fear thou hast overwhelmed land and folk.’ Here the literal translation from the Sumerian would be: ‘terrible fear land and people it (= ne) has overwhelmed them’ (-n), where the remote object is indicated by -n.

-Nen- is apparently a combination of ne + šin, the š element indicating here the remotest object (see s. v. šin-). IV. 5, 62a: an-da nam-en-na
kiṣ an-na-ge(KIT) mu-un-ne-ši-in-xal-xal-la = itti Anim bēlūt kiṣṣāt šanē izūṣunūti ‘by means of Anu, the power of the host of heaven he has divided them’ = nešīn = ‘those things yonder;’ ‘those there,’ referring to ‘host of heaven.’

ni- = harmonic equivalent of ne-, ‘he did it and it is done.’ Note that ni in combination with umenī is clearly an objective prefix = the remote demonstrative n + finalizing vowel i. The infix -in- is a frequent direct definite object. In old Sumerian = ‘therein’ (ZA, XXI, 233).

ni-, moreover occurs with the imperative. IV. 13, 56a: u-EL ni-ē-u = akālu ēllu akul ‘pure food do thou eat it up,’ where ni seems to indicate finality or completeness of action. IV. 22, 3b: tur-mu a-na nu-ni-ziu = māri minā la tidi ‘my son what hast thou not known: See s. v. xi- for another example of finalizing i- vowel.

-nib-, like its harmonic equivalent -nab-, q. v., is a combination of the remote and near object and indicates the object without specification. It may sometimes mean ‘it (-b) to him’ (-ni). It occurs generally associated with the soft vowels: as IV. 17, 45a: ba-ni-ib-si-di-e = tuštēṣir; IV. 22, nr. 2, 8: si-nu-mu-ni-ib-di-e = ul uštēṣiršu; IV. 22, 54/5a: a-na ib-ak a-na-bi nu-un-ziu a-na ba-ni-ib-gi-gi = minā ēpuš amēlu šuatu ul īdi minī ipāššāx, etc. IV. 14, 20a: ba-ni-ib-kur-ra = īuštēṣib. Here the -nib-, instead of -nab- was probably used for differentiation.

-nin-, like its harmonic equivalent -nan-, q. v., is a reduplicated infix of the remote object and occurs passim usually with the soft vowels. V. 50, 47a: ba-ni-in-si = inarūš; IV. 24, nr. 3, 6/7: mi-ni-in-sid = tamānu, etc. nin, however, also appears, doubtless for differentiation with the harder vowels: IV. 8, 26b: ba-ni-in-ku = uštēṣib.

nu = the usual negative. IV. 7, 22a: nu-ziu = ul īdi ‘he knoweth not.’ Used with -n, IV. 11, 39a: nu-un-ti = ul āšbat, where the second -n seems to be a mere reduplication of the negative. In the same line, we find nu-ul-ti = ul āšibat. See s. v. an and al. Nu is frequently intercalated.

-ra-, I, with verbs denoting direction or continuity, is evidently the same etymological element as ra = DU ‘go.’ It is very common with verbs of this class and is not to be confused with -ra- = the za element of the 2 p ‘thee,’ q. v. just below. Cf. in the bilingual list, HT, 64, ii. 13: ba-(ra-)ba = 1bbalkit ‘he revolted, fell away from’; ibid., i. 17: ba-ra-ē = uqi ‘he went forth.’ HT, 98, 42: xa-ba-ra-ē = liqquma ‘may he go forth.’ IV. 27, 14b: tu-xu ab-lal-bi-ta ba-ra-an-dib(lu)-dib-bi-ne = summāti ina a pātīšina ibarrū ‘the doves in their nests they go to catch them.’ The infix -ra-, I, can also denote duration, as HT, 98, 42: xa-ba-ra-an-gub-ba = (ina axāti) lizziz ‘may it continue to stand aside.

-ra-, II, ‘for thee, to thee,’ a rhotacism for za, is also frequent. IV. 25, col. iv, rev. 43: šu azag-ga-an-ta im-ma-ra-an-ni-in-ka = ina qaṭāsu
ellūti ukannika ‘by his shining hands he has established thee.’ Thus the Assyrian translation, but in Sumerian lit.: ‘by his shining hand he has established it for thee;’ ra = ‘for thee.’ IV. 17, 17a: ša(LIB)-zu ta-ku-gā ud-da ša-ra-da-an-gub(DU) = ana nūx libbika ūmissâm izzazki ‘for thy heart’s peace daily he stands at thy side.’ Lit. in Sumerian: ‘daily he stands for thee with it’ = ‘thy heart’s peace,’ dan = ‘with thee.’

RAB- = RA, rhetoricism for za ‘thee’ + near obj. = -b; ‘it, him, her, them for thee.’ As a prefix, rare. IV. 7, 26/7/8/9: dingir Marduk a-na nu-ni-zu a-na ra-ab-dax-e = Marduk minā la tāti minā lūcipka ‘O Marduk what dost thou not know; what can I add to thee’ (= ‘to thy knowledge’)? The use of -rab- as an infix occurs passim; as IV. 15, 45b: xu-mu-ra-ab-bi = liqēbak ‘may he speak it for or to thee,’ repeating the obj. amēt šuati ‘that word.’ IV. 18, nr. 2, rev. 8; 9; 25b: 27; 42a: ga-mu-ra-ab-gu(KA) = lušannī ‘may I relate it for thee’ = rab, not expressed in the Assy. rendering. See s. v. -rib-

The ra denoting direction, and the ra of the 2 p. were probably uttered on different tones.

-ran-, I, = the ra of motion + the negative -n. HT, 90, ii. 71: ba-ra-an-gi-e-ne = ā iḫā ‘may they not approach.’ IV. 2, 25a: ba-ra-an-te-ga-da ba-ra-an-gi-e-ne = la tēdiḫī la tun akkar ‘(against the body of the son of god) thou shalt not approach hostilely, thou shalt not act hostilely.’

-ran-, II, = the ra of the 2 p. + the remote obj. -n. IV. 30, 8b: dingir a-nun-na-ge (KIT)-en-e ka šu-ma-ra-an-ga-li-eš = Anunnāki appa ilabbēnūka ‘the Anunnaki bow down the face unto thee;’ ran ‘it to thee.


-rib-, harmonic variant of -rab-, q. v. = ‘it to thee.’ V. 51, 24/5b: xe-ri-iib-lax-ga = linam mirka ‘may it shine (or be pure) for thee;’ rib = zib.

ša-, like its harmonic equivalents šī and šu, q. v., seems to connote the idea location or direction. It is probably etymologically identical with the postpositive šē(KU) ‘unto,’ but sometimes ‘at, in.’ IV. 17, 17a: ša(LIB)-zu ta-ku-gā ud-da ša-ra-da-an-gub(DU) = ana nūx libbika ūmissâm izzazki (see s. v. -ra-, II). IV. 17, 38a: ša-ra-da-gub(DU) = izzazka ‘he stands there (= -da) for thee’ (= -ra). In both these instances, ša = the locative directive element š + the directive durative vowel ā.

šī = the harmonic equivalent ša, šu, q. v., with similar force. AL², 135, obv. 35: an-na ši-im-gub(DU) = šaqiš allāk ‘loftily I go (there).’ Here šī seems to be the locative directive prefix + im = mu, q. v. HT, 125, 13:

DIM-ME-IR an-na mu-un-ši-si-si-(gi-eš) = ilāni ša šamē ina taxāza iz-
zaz (ka) ‘the gods of the heaven stand by thee in battle.’ Here -ši- is locative = ‘even unto the battle.’

šib = ši + the near obj. -b. IV, 10, 5b: dim-me-ir-mu lil-lal-sud nigin-na-an-ši-ib = ana iliša remi attanasxur ‘unto my merciful god I turn myself;’ postpositive conjugation. Here šib = ‘I there myself’ = šib near object + nigin ‘turn’ + -nan ‘it,’ repeating ‘myself;’ viz., ‘I there myself turn it,’ an excellent example of infixed incorporative repetition. HT, 115, rev. 3: i-de zi bar-mu-un-ši-ib = kēniš (= zi) naplisinnima ‘look strongly upon me.’ Here ide and bar are the verb ‘direct thy glance’ = ide; mu is probably the relating prefix + the remote object -n, referring to ide ‘glance;’ ši = ‘there’ + -b, the nearer object; here = 1 p. ‘me.’

šin = the locative element ši + the remote obj. -n. AL², 134, obv. 1: an sud ud-ag (Ram) bil-gim sar-ki-ta za-e ši-in-ga-me-en-bil = nūr šāmē ša titma išātim ina matim napxat attima ‘the light of the heaven which glows like fire in the land art thou’ (fem.). Here ši- repeats za-e ‘thou there’ + -n ‘with respect to it,’ repeating ina matim; -ga-, infixed here, probably for nūa = na, the remotest object repeating the -n in šin; me en in this case = ‘thou’ + bil (NE) = napāxu ‘gloom.’ In IV, 7, 17a: ē-a ba-ši-in-tu = ana bita erumma ‘he entered into (-a) the house;’ šin ‘into it;’ repeating ana biti. IV, 17, 40a: en-e ma-e mu-un-ši-in-gi-en = bēlum iāti išpuranni ‘the lord hath sent me yonder;’ šin ‘me (-n) there’ = ši.

šu, the harmonic equivalent of ša, ši-, q. v. AL², 134, obv. 7/8: za-e tab-zi-da šu-mi-ni-ib-sar-sar = kāši sulē kitti ikarrabki ‘as for thee (fem.) he approaches thee in the paths of righteousness.’ Here šu is plainly directive; mi = the relating prefix mu; nib = the indeterminate infix, here ‘thee;’ sar-sar = the present tense of karābu ‘approach.’

-ta- = the locative infix, identical with the postpositive -ta. II. 19, 16a: ib-ta-an-zi = isṣunšu ‘he removed it (-n) from there’ (-ta-). See also s. v. um-. This -ta- must be carefully distinguished from -da-, q. v. da- when locative = ‘there;’ -ta- always means ‘therein’ or ‘from therein.’


um = -u- = the relating continuing element -m. V. 50, 1, 8, 5a: um-ta-e (UD-DU)-na-zu-šū (KU) = ina ačēka ‘when thou goest forth;’ lit. in
Sumerian: um = continued action + τ₄, locative particle ‘from there’ + ε (UD-DU) = aṣ u + the phonetic complement -n (ēn was the older form of the root) + zu, suffix of the 2 p. + the postposition -st(KU) = in a ‘in;’ ‘when,’ here.

Umēnî-, a directive combination = v-, q. v., + me, probably the harmonic counterpart of ma-, q. v., + ni, the remote object. V. 22, 12b: u-mē-ni-si = ‘thou shalt fulfil it’ = ni; ibid., 13b: u-mē-ni-bi = ullilma ‘purify’ (imper.). Perhaps um- was pronounced ūm in this connection with a soft vowel ū.

Umunnî-, the harmonic equivalent of umēnî-, q. v. II. 39, 8e: u-mu-un-ni-ka = qibīšum ma ‘say it to him;’ mun = ‘it to him’ + ni ‘it’ repeated. See s. v. munî-.